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BACKGROUND
There are only a discrete number of cities in the world, that have successfully maintained
excellent lifestyles for their citizens whilst increasing their productivity levels and supplying high
quality goods and services to their neighbours (often mega cities and far larger economies).
By harmoniously enabling enviable lifestyles, creative, technological, entrepreneurial and
educational opportunities for their citizens, these cities display competitive advantage in the
world’s most valuable of all markets, that of labour.
THE RESONANCE
For many people seeking opportunities to work with, invest in and develop talented individuals,
create business opportunities and innovative products and services; these cities often, lie in the
shadow of their larger neighbours; unable expose themselves.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC’S INTEREST
After a two year study, National Geographic has identified 10 cities who seem destined to ‘punch
above their weight’ in the global market for talented people and hence for innovative and
entrepreneurial businesses
These cities are not driven exclusively by technology applications but rather by establishing the
necessary facilities, community and business access required to attract talent; the magnets for
the 21st century sustainability
THE OPPORTUNITY
In partnership with the featured cities, National Geographic intends to uncover the secrets of
each city’s evidenced and potential for success.
We plan to explore the concept of civic, academic and business fusion in the subject cities;
exposing their undeniable promise as cities of the future; cities to be taken seriously in the
coming century
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THE FEATURE AND ITS SUPPORT COMPONENTS
• Twice a year (August-‐September 2016 & April-‐May 2017) NG Traveller, US edition will
publish a feature highlighting 5 of the 10 cities, wherein each feature will:
• Be independently written and edited by NG Traveller
• Highlight the key attributes of each city, looking at what makes it appealing to
current and incoming residents, students, investors and visitors
• Comprise 10 pages (equivalent to 2 pages per city)
• Each city will be provided with 2500 reprints of the feature for its own distribution and
promotion. (packaged as a National Geographic supplement)
• National Geographic will establish a ‘world’s smartest city*’ hub in the travel section on
nationalgeographic.com, where each city will be featured for National Geographic’s global
audience. (* Title TBC)
• A co-‐branded, geo-‐targeted digital campaign will be executed delivering some 3 million
impressions for each city.
• The entire campaign is to be supported by a robust editorially led social media campaign
directing audiences to the hub.
• Each participating city will receive an invitation to participate in the National Geographic
World Travel Market “Smartest World Cities *” panel event in London, November 2016.
(* Title TBC)
INVESTMENTS
The partnership will require an investment by each city, of US$120,000. This investment may
be spread over two (city) financial years enabling two payments of US$60,000.
By amplifying and leveraging the substantial National Geographic investment, each city’s
proposition and status will be substantially enhanced; engaging with an upscale and relevant
audience, one which is often difficult to get to and influence, through other means.
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Potential cities:
Auckland (New Zealand)
Newcastle
Bristol

(Australia)

(UK)

Liverpool
Hamburg

(UK)

(Germany)

Munich (Germany)
Maastricht

(Netherlands)

Vienna (Austria)
Austin

(Texas)

Amsterdam

(Netherlands)

